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From: SHARPE Dean [Dean.Sharpe@ehp.qld.gov.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 19 November 2014 5:07 PM
To: GIBBS Teale
Subject: FW: Complaint

Teale

I have recovered some e-mails relating to the original complaint handled by Glenn Kvassay.

Happy to discuss.

Thanks

Dean Sharpe
Manager (Assessment) Minerals
Environmental Services and Regulation
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection
Level 3 | 5b Sheridan Street| Cairns
Tel 07 4222 5325
dean.sharpe@ehp.qld.gov.au
www.ehp.qld.gov.au

ehp-email-signature

From: Glenn Kvassay 
Sent: Tuesday, 19 December 2006 12:01 PM
To: Mike Collins
Cc: Dean Sharpe
Subject: Complaint

Mike,

Thank you for clarifying the issues raised the other day.

I would like to confirm that you may construct in-stream settlement ponds as long as you comply with the code. You have
indicated that you will construct these in accordance with the code and have noted the requirements for alluvial miners (conditions
39 through to 46).

As discussed the other day you have agreed to remove the embankment walls and sediments downstream of your present site,
and to add a through pipe on the main crossing over the river.

In regard to the construction of instream storages (including crossings which store water upstream), you are reminded that they
must be constructed in accordance with condition 23, and appendix B of the code which has a number of requirements for the
construction, maintenance and decommissioning of dams.

Please advise the agency when the embankments/through pipe work has been completed. Once the works have been completed
we will contact the complainant of the actions you have undertaken.

Please note that and any further enquires can be directed to Dean Sharpesch4p4( 6) Personal information s78B(2) -
Privacy
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Regards

Glenn Kvassay
Senior Environmental Officer
Northern Region - Environmental Operations
Environmental Operations Division
Environmental Protection Agency
Ph:  (07) 4046 6735
Fax:  (07) 4046 6606
E-mail: glenn.kvassay@epa.qld.gov.au
Visit us online at www.epa.qld.gov.au

From: Mike Collins
Sent: Thursday, 14 December 2006 8:10 AM
To: Glenn Kvassay
Subject: Letter to EPA re complaints.doc

M Collins

13/12/06

By email original by post
EPA
PO Box 2066
Cairns 4870

Attention:
Glenn Kvassay
Senior Environmental Officer
Northern Region - Environmental Operations
Ph:  (07) 4046 6735
Fax:  (07) 4046 6606
E-mail: glenn.kvassay@epa.qld.gov.au

Dear Sir

I write this letter in response to our phone conversations with regards to the complaints you have received about our
mining activities and to clarify our operating procedures.

Prior to commencing mining on ML 20463 we built 4 in-stream settlement ponds. These ponds were constructed at the
up stream end of a water hole. No in stream ponds were constructed in the water hole.

We have finished mining in this area until mid next year and as per your request and our plan we have levelled off all
our in stream ponds.

My sole reason for constructing in stream settlement ponds is because it is a requirement in the Code of
Environmental Compliance for Mining Lease Projects,

Condition 24 which reads: Alluvial miners operating mobile processing plants in flowing waters must discharge
waste water into an in-stream settlement pond.
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Condition 39 which states: When mining in a watercourse the holder of the environmental authority must
construct and use in-stream ponds where necessary and ensure that. (You can read the rest in the code.)

When constructing our in stream ponds we
Do not divert the normal channel flow so as to cause erosion of the stream banks
Do not compact the bund walls of the settlement ponds
And ensure the top of the bund wall is at least 300mm below the lower bank of the normal flow channel.

Conditions 41 to 46 we are well in adherence to.

are lodging complaints about my activities, they have you on my back when in fact I am very much
within the code and doing my best to make sure I keep with in the code and follow your requests, I am sure if you
were to make them aware of the above points they will accept this, if this is their real reason for complaining.

We have had Cultural Heritage clearance as required and are working within the terms of an Indigenous Land Use
Agreement. I have also told that if they have any issues about my activities to let me know and I will
do my best to work in with them.

Another issued raised was the 2 causeways we have in and the planed construction of small dams in the water course
for the purpose of ponding raw water for our mining operations.

Our dam walls are going to be on average 1mtr (absolute maximum 2mts) in height, 8 metres long and 2.5 meters
wide. The dams will be installed at the end of the wet season; they will not interrupt the normal flow of water. These
dams will not affect the biodiversity as we will put pipes in to allow the free movement. These dams are non referable
and non hazardous. I will contact the Dept of Natural Resources to find out what licensing is likely to be required.

I get the opinion from our conversations that you are more concerned about keeping happy than
keeping to the Code of Environmental Compliance for Mining Lease Projects or are looking for rules in the Code of
Environmental Compliance for Mining Lease Projects to support there claims.

In review of the code, our operations are well within the code and well within our submitted plan of operations. I
would be most grateful if you could advise the people making the complaint accordingly and forward me a copy of
your letter to them.

Yours sincerely
Mike Collins
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From: SHARPE Dean [Dean.Sharpe@ehp.qld.gov.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 19 November 2014 5:07 PM
To: GIBBS Teale
Subject: FW: Letter to EPA re complaints.doc

Teale

I have recovered some e-mails relating to the original complaint handled by Glenn Kvassay.

Happy to discuss.

Thanks

Dean Sharpe
Manager (Assessment) Minerals
Environmental Services and Regulation
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection
Level 3 | 5b Sheridan Street| Cairns
Tel 07 4222 5325
dean.sharpe@ehp.qld.gov.au
www.ehp.qld.gov.au

ehp-email-signature

From: Dean Sharpe 
Sent: Friday, 15 December 2006 10:45 AM
To: Glenn Kvassay
Subject: RE: Letter to EPA re complaints.doc

Glenn

We can review this next week.

Dean Sharpe
Principal Environmental Officer
Cairns District Northern Region
Environmental Operations Division
Environmental Protection Agency
Phone: (07) 4046 6725 Fax: (07) 4046 6606
E-mail: dean.sharpe@epa.qld.gov.au

Visit us online at www.epa.qld.gov.au

From: Glenn Kvassay 
Sent: Thursday, 14 December 2006 2:05 PM
To: Dean Sharpe
Subject: FW: Letter to EPA re George Arthurs complaints.doc

Hi Dean,
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This is an email I received from Mike today. When I spoke to him yesterday, he advised he now proposes to add an additional 5
walls instream (for ponding water) for water supply. I need to have a chat to you about instream storages and the code before I get
back to him.

He agreed to remove the D/S walls and sediment. He challenged having to put a pipe through the crossing, but has agreed to do
it to resolve the issue.

I will call you tomorrow to discuss.

Glenn

Glenn Kvassay
Senior Environmental Officer
Northern Region - Environmental Operations
Environmental Operations Division
Environmental Protection Agency
Ph:  (07) 4046 6735
Fax:  (07) 4046 6606
E-mail: glenn.kvassay@epa.qld.gov.au
Visit us online at www.epa.qld.gov.au

From: Mike Collins
Sent: Thursday, 14 December 2006 8:10 AM
To: Glenn Kvassay
Subject: Letter to EPA re complaints.doc

M Collins

13/12/06

By email original by post
EPA
PO Box 2066
Cairns 4870

Attention:
Glenn Kvassay
Senior Environmental Officer
Northern Region - Environmental Operations
Ph:  (07) 4046 6735
Fax:  (07) 4046 6606
E-mail: glenn.kvassay@epa.qld.gov.au

Dear Sir

I write this letter in response to our phone conversations with regards to the complaints you have received about our
mining activities and to clarify our operating procedures.

Prior to commencing mining on ML 20463 we built 4 in-stream settlement ponds. These ponds were constructed at the
up stream end of a water hole. No in stream ponds were constructed in the water hole.
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We have finished mining in this area until mid next year and as per your request and our plan we have levelled off all
our in stream ponds.

My sole reason for constructing in stream settlement ponds is because it is a requirement in the Code of
Environmental Compliance for Mining Lease Projects,

Condition 24 which reads: Alluvial miners operating mobile processing plants in flowing waters must discharge
waste water into an in-stream settlement pond.
Condition 39 which states: When mining in a watercourse the holder of the environmental authority must
construct and use in-stream ponds where necessary and ensure that. (You can read the rest in the code.)

When constructing our in stream ponds we
Do not divert the normal channel flow so as to cause erosion of the stream banks
Do not compact the bund walls of the settlement ponds
And ensure the top of the bund wall is at least 300mm below the lower bank of the normal flow channel.

Conditions 41 to 46 we are well in adherence to.

are lodging complaints about my activities, they have you on my back when in fact I am very much
within the code and doing my best to make sure I keep with in the code and follow your requests, I am sure if you
were to make them aware of the above points they will accept this, if this is their real reason for complaining.

We have had Cultural Heritage clearance as required and are working within the terms of an Indigenous Land Use
Agreement. I have also told the aboriginals that if they have any issues about my activities to let me know and I will
do my best to work in with them.

Another issued raised was the 2 causeways we have in and the planed construction of small dams in the water course
for the purpose of ponding raw water for our mining operations.

Our dam walls are going to be on average 1mtr (absolute maximum 2mts) in height, 8 metres long and 2.5 meters
wide. The dams will be installed at the end of the wet season; they will not interrupt the normal flow of water. These
dams will not affect the biodiversity as we will put pipes in to allow the free movement. These dams are non referable
and non hazardous. I will contact the Dept of Natural Resources to find out what licensing is likely to be required.

I get the opinion from our conversations that you are more concerned about keeping happy than
keeping to the Code of Environmental Compliance for Mining Lease Projects or are looking for rules in the Code of
Environmental Compliance for Mining Lease Projects to support there claims.

In review of the code, our operations are well within the code and well within our submitted plan of operations. I
would be most grateful if you could advise the people making the complaint accordingly and forward me a copy of
your letter to them.

Yours sincerely
Mike Collins
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